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Abstract—In this paper, we address virtual network embedding
problem. Indeed, our objective is to map virtual networks in
the substrate network with minimum physical resources while
satisfying its required QoS in terms of bandwidth, power pro-
cessing and memory. In doing so, we minimize the reject rate of
requests and maximize returns for the substrate network provider.
Since the problem is NP-hard and to deal with its computational
hardness, we propound a new scalable embedding strategy named
VNE-AC based on the Ant Colony metaheuristic. The intensive
simulations and evaluation results show that our proposal enhances
the substrate provider’s revenue and outperforms the related
strategies found in current literature.

Keywords: Network virtualization, Embedding problem, Ant
colony metaheuristic.

I. I NTRODUCTION

An ambitious vision of future Internet networks would in-
clude Network Virtualization. This new paradigm consists of
leasing and sharing the Substrate Network (SN ) infrastructure
between several Virtual Network (VN ) providers in the aim of
enhancing the profitability of the physical resources. However,
few studies have dealt with practical challenges such as virtual
network embedding, resource scheduling, mobility, interoper-
ability, privacy, etc. [1], [2].

In this paper, we investigate the issue ofVN embedding in
which network performance and theSN provider’s economic
returns depend strongly on its success. Each virtual node must
be assigned to only one substrate node. As well, each virtual
link must be mapped into a substrate path. Specifically, our
objective is to increase theVN provider’s revenue by reducing
the reject rate ofVN requests, while also satisfying the required
physical resources in terms of bandwidth, power processing,
and memory. The mapping of virtual nodes is proved to be
NP-hard in [3]. Additionally, the virtual link assignment can
be formulated as an unsplittable flow or a multi-way separator
problem and is thus also NP-hard [4], [5].

Since theVN embedding problem is computationally in-
tractable, the optimal solution could only be generated in small-
sized instances ofVN andSN . In this respect, we propose a
new scalableVN mapping strategy based on a Max-Min Ant
System metaheuristic (Ant Colony algorithm) [6], denoted by
VNE-AC. The main idea behind our proposal is to take inspi-
ration from the behaviour of collective ants in finding the best
path between their nest and a food source. To do so,VNE-AC
first divides theVN request into a set of sub-problems, denoted
by solution components which are sorted and then sequentially
assigned to form the sequence of mapping transitions. After-
ward, VNE-AC launches the artificial ant colony, where ants
perform a parallel search. To this end, each ant iterativelybuilds
a piece of the solution (i.e. transition) where each solution
component is embedded according to the available resources

and the artificial pheromone trail in theSN . It is worth noting
that each substrate node is associated with a pheromone trail
value for each transition. Once all the candidate solutions(i.e.
full VN ) are mapped,VNE-AC updates the pheromone trail
in the SN . The pheromone trail is evaporated in all substrate
nodes. Nevertheless, it will also be reinforced in the contributing
substrate nodes to build the best mapping topology. Indeed,the
solution component is likely to be embedded in the substrate
node with the highest pheromone trail value. Finally, the ants
repeat the same process, during a predefined number of itera-
tions, to improve the solution according to the new trail values.
To gauge the effectiveness of our proposal, we compared the
VNE-AC algorithm to some prominent existing proposals found
in related literature:VNE-Least [7], VNE-Cluster [7],
VNE-Subdividing [7], andVNE-Greedy [8]. The simula-
tion results obtained show thatVNE-AC outperforms the related
algorithms in terms ofVN reject rate, mapping cost, request
revenue, and resource utilization.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. The
next Section will summarize related work addressing theVN
embedding problem. In Section III, we will formulate both the
network model and theVN mapping problem mathematically.
Then, we will describe our mapping algorithm,VNE-AC, and
the simulation results obtained in Section IV and Section V
respectively. Finally, Section VI concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Few research papers have studied theVN embedding prob-
lem. In this section, we will outline the main proposals found
in existing literature.

In [7], the authors propose threeVN assignment al-
gorithms denoted byVNE-Least, VNE-Cluster, and
VNE-Subdividing. The first method,VNE-Least, treats
virtual nodes and links mapping separately. Thus, substrate
and virtual nodes are sorted according to their stress and
connectivity degree respectively. Then,VNE-Least assigns
the virtual node with highest connectivity degree to the least
stressed substrate node recursively until all the virtual nodes are
embedded. Thereafter,VNE-Least makes use of the shortest
distance algorithm to connect the mapped virtual nodes. On
the other hand, theVNE-Cluster andVNE-Subdividing
algorithms take into account the substrate link load when se-
lecting the substrate nodes.VNE-Cluster assigns the virtual
nodes in a similar manner toVNE-Least, except that nodes’
stress and path distance are replaced by the newly defined
metrics. The final proposal,VNE-Subdividing, subdivides
theVN request into star topologies so as not to deal with the
request as one whole unit. Next, the stars are mapped sequen-
tially usingVNE-Cluster. However, the authors assume that



the resources are unlimited in theSN which is not a realistic
assumption. Thus, theVN request reject rate is not evaluated
in the paper.

In [8], the authors proposed theVNE-Greedy virtual net-
work embedding algorithm. In this system, the substrate and
virtual nodes are sorted according to the available and requested
resources respectively. Then, the virtual node with the highest
resource request is assigned to the substrate node containing the
largest available resource metric value recursively untilall the
virtual nodes are mapped. Next, the nodes are connected using
the K-shortest paths algorithm.VNE-Greedy’s main drawback
is the substrate path building algorithm. Indeed, the shortest path
algorithm does not consider the congestedSN links, which
implies an increase of hot-spots in theSN and an increase
in request reject rate. Moreover, the virtual nodes and links
mapping are not coordinated.

The authors of [9] model theVN as a directed graph with two
types of nodes: access and core. The requiredVN resources are
defined in terms of the expected traffic, which is expressed as
an upper limit on allowed traffic between all access node pairs.
The authors’ objective is to calculate the minimum request
bandwidth for theVN according to the access nodes’ upper
limit of traffic. Nonetheless, the weakness in the proposal
consists in is the lack of consideration ofSN capacities (i.e.
unlimited) and the use of static routing tables in the network.
In addition, the proposal requires the starVN topology, which
is strongly binding.

In [10], the authors propound twoVN embedding algorithms,
namedDeterministic-ViNE and Randomized-ViNE.
Here, the substrate graph is augmented with meta-nodes and
meta-edges to form a meta-graph. Each meta-node corresponds
to one virtual node and meta-edge is a links between a meta-
node and the substrate nodes located in its required geographic
area. Note that each virtual node is associated with a specified
region where it could be hosted. Nevertheless, it is not realistic
to expect end-users to specify all virtual nodes’ locations. In
fact, only the locations of access nodes can be fixed. The main
drawback here is the nodes’ locations constraints. Indeed,when
these are not defined,D-ViNE andR-ViNE cannot be executed
since the meta-graph cannot be built.

In this paper, we propose a newVN embedding algorithm
based on the ant colony metaheuristic, namedVNE-AC. It is
worth noting that we do not restrain theVN embedding prob-
lem by assuming unlimited substrate resources, or specificVN
topologies or restricting geographic locations of the substrate
core node. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first
proposal that takes into consideration the above assumptions.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Network Model

We model theSN as an undirected graph denoted by
Gs(N s, Es), whereN s and Es are the sets of physical nodes
and their connected links respectively. Each physical node,
ns
i ∈ N

s, is characterized by its i) residual processing power
(Cns

i
), ii) residual memory (Mns

i
), iii) type: access or core

(Xns
i
), and iv) geographic location (Lns

i
). Note that ifXns

i
= 1,

then ns
i is an access node. Otherwise,Xns

i
= 0. Likewise,

each physical link,esx ∈ E
s, is typified by its available residual

bandwidth, denoted byBesx .
Similarly, theVN request is modeled as an undirected graph,

denoted byGv(N v, Ev), whereN v and Ev are the sets of

virtual nodes and their virtual links respectively. Withinthe
VN request, each virtual node,nv

i ∈ N
v, is associated with the

required processing power (Cnv
i
) and memory (Mnv

i
), its type

(Xnv
i
), and geographic location (Lnv

i
) whether is an access node.

Moreover, each virtual link,evx ∈ E
v, requestsBevx in terms of

bandwidth.
B. Virtual Network Embedding Problem

In this section, we will model the embedding problem of the
VN (Gv) in theSN (Gs). First, we assume that all the physical
resources (i.e. bandwidth, processing power, and memory) in Gs

are limited. In fact,Gs is not able to host an infinity number
of VN requests. Consequently, an intelligent and judicious
mapping of theVN in Gs is necessary in order to maximize
the acceptance rate and the substrate provider’s profit.

Let△N denote the binary node-mapping matrix withm rows
andn columns. Each row is associated with one virtual node
andm is equal to|N v|. As well, each column is associated with
one substrate node andn is equal to|N s|. Then,△N (i, j) = 1
when the virtual nodenv

i is mapped in the substrate nodens
j .

Otherwise,△N (i, j) = 0.
Node mapping is constrained so that for eachVN request,
Gv, two virtual nodes cannot be assigned to the same substrate
node. Formally,

∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n},
m
∑

i

△N (i, j) ≤ 1 (1)

In addition, each virtual node must be assigned to only one
physical node. Formally,

∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m},
n
∑

j

△N (i, j) = 1 (2)

The virtual node,nv
i , can be mapped in the substrate node,

ns
j , if the available residual resources (i.e.Cns

j
andMns

j
) are

at least equal to those required (i.e.Cnv
i
, Mnv

i
). Formally,

△N (i, j)
(

CN s
j
− CNv

i

)

≥ 0

△N (i, j)
(

MN s
j
−MNv

i

)

≥ 0

∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}

(3)

Besides, ifnv
i is an access node then it can only be embedded

in substrate access nodes located in the geographic area delim-
ited by a circle with a centerLnv

i
and a radiusD. Formally,

△N (i, j)Xnv
i
||Lnv

i
Lns

j
|| ≤ D

(

Xnv
i
−Xns

j

)

1(△N (i,j)=1) = 0

∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}

(4)

where1cond is equal to1 if “cond” is true, otherwise is0.
Each virtual link, evx betweennv

i and nv
j is assigned to a

unsplittable substratepath denoted byPevx
betweenns

i andns
j .

Note thatPevx
is a set of substrate links. In factSN s mainly

make use of shortest-path-based routing protocols such as Open
Shortest Path First (OSPF). Indeed, to employ sophisticated
splittable routing algorithms, already deployed IP routers must
be upgraded. This would significantly increase capital expendi-
tures. Let△E denote the binary edge assignment matrix with
p rows andq columns. Each row is related to one virtual link
andp is equal to|Ev|. Furthermore, each column is related to
one substrate link andq is equal to|Es|. △E(x, y) is equal to
1 if the substrate linkesy ∈ Pevx

. Moreover, in the matrix△E ,
all the allocated substrate linksesy in each rowevx must form
a path betweenns

i andns
j . Otherwise, the configuration is not

allowed. Moreover, the available residual bandwidth of allthe
physical links inPevx

must be at least equal toBevx . Formally,



△E(x, y)
(

Besy − Bevx

)

≥ 0

∀x ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}, ∀y ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}
(5)

Our objective is to generate, for eachVN request, the best
possible mapping (i.e.△N and △E ) while also minimizing
the embedding cost in terms of allocated resources in theSN .
Note that for a specificVN request, whatever the mapping the
resources allocated by the virtual nodes are identical. However,
the assigned resources for the virtual links depend on the
substrate path length. For this reason, we define the cost of the
mapping request by the total bandwidth used in all the substrate
paths. In this respect, our objective is to minimize the mapping
request cost as expressed below.

p
∑

x=1

q
∑

y=1

△E(x, y)Bevx (6)

We will now outline ourVN embedding optimization prob-
lem.
Problem 1 VN embedding optimization problem

minimize
∑p

x=1

∑q

y=1△E(x, y)Bevx

subject to:
∑m

i △N (i, j) ≤ 1
∑n

j △N (i, j) = 1

△N (i, j)
(

CN s
j
− CNv

i

)

≥ 0

△N (i, j)
(

MN s
j
−MNv

i

)

≥ 0

△N (i, j)Xnv
i
||Lnv

i
Lns

j
|| ≤ D

(

Xnv
i
−Xns

j

)

1(△N (i,j)=1) = 0

{esy} builds a path for evx

△E(x, y)
(

Besy − Bevx

)

≥ 0

△N (i, j) ∈ {0, 1}
△E(x, y) ∈ {0, 1}
∀j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, ∀i ∈ {1, 2, . . . ,m}
∀x ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p}, ∀y ∈ {1, 2, . . . , q}

Our problem is a binary combinatorial optimization problem.
As stated earlier, it has been proved to be NP-hard [3]–[5]. In
the next section, we will propose a new scalableVN embedding
algorithm based on the ant colony metaheuristic, denoted by
VNE-AC.

IV. PROPOSAL: VNE-AC ALGORITHM

As stated above, theVN embedding problem is resolved
mainly by using greedy algorithms or standard solvers (e.g.,
Cplex, Glpk, etc). Unfortunately, a greedy approach usually
converges to a local optimum and solvers cannot tackle large-
size problems. In this respect, we propose to make use of
metaheuristics. These can be applied to several optimization
problems, but there are no details explaining how they can be
applied. Indeed, the main challenge is to adapt the metaheuristic
to address the problem in hand. In existing literature, several
metaheuritsics can be found such as Ant Colony, Tabu Search,
Genetic Algorithm, etc.

In this paper, we propose a newVN embedding algo-
rithm, denoted byVNE-AC. It is based on aMax-Min Ant
System [6] metaheuristic which operates as follows. First,
the problem is divided into a set of solution components that
are sorted and then solved sequentially. Note that solving a

solution component is only equivalent to building a small
part of the overall solution. Next,Amax parallel artificial ants
are launched and iteratively explore the search space untila
predetermined number of iterationsNmax is reached. During
each iteration, each ant incrementally constructs the solution
by transiting (i.e. moving) from one solution component to
another. To do so, the ant localizes potential candidates in
the SN for each solution component in the search space then
selects just one by applying a stochastic local decision. Itis
worth noting that the decision is based on heuristic information
and artificial pheromone trails, which respectively quantify the
desirability of apriori andposteriori transition. Once each ant
builds its full solution, the best one (i.e. the one that most
enhances the objective function) among all solutions generated
by all ants is selected. Furthermore, the artificial pheromone
is slightly evaporated in all the environment. This helps the
ants to discover new trajectories in the environment and not
to be trapped in local optimums. Nevertheless, the artificial
pheromone trail of each solution component is reinforced atthe
visited points in the environment according to the best trajectory
traveled by ants to build the whole solution. This helps the ants
to improve and continually refine the best solution obtained.
The process is repeated duringNmax iterations and the global
best solution generated by theAmax ants is considered to be
the output solution. The fundamental stages of our proposal
are: i) Formation of solution components, ii) Localization of
potential candidates, iii) Stochastic selection of the candidate,
iv) Selection of the best solution and v)Updating the pheromone
trail. These will now be described in greater detail.

A. Formation of solution components

In this stage, theVN request,Gv, is split up into many sub-
requests, known as solution components, denoted bySCa. To do
this, we first map all access nodes inGv since their geographic
locations are fixed. Indeed, the virtual access nodenv

i (i.e.
Xnv

i
= 1) is embedded in the substrate access nodens

j (i.e.
Xns

j
= 1) offering the most residual resources (giving priority

to processing power) within the circular geographic area defined
by the centerLnv

i
and the radiusD. Recall that the residual

resources ofns
j (i.e. Cns

j
andMns

j
) must be at least equal to

those requested (i.e.Cnv
i

andMnv
i
). Then, existing virtual links

between the virtual access nodes will be mapped as explained
in the next section, IV-C.

The remaining virtual nodes and links are denoted byG̃v.
Note that inG̃v, we found many virtual links missing one of
their outermost virtual nodes, which had already been mapped.
Henceforth, we will refer to this type of link as “hanging link”.

Thus, after mapping virtual access nodes and the existing
virtual links between them, we can now sequentially generate
the sequence of solution components{SCa}, a = 1, 2, · · · , ξ.
To do so, we select the virtual node with the highest number of
hanging links inG̃v. Then,SCa is constituted using theselected
virtual node and all its attachedhanging links only. Afterward,
we subtractSCa from G̃v (i.e. G̃v ← G̃v\SCa) and we then
repeat the same process recursively, to form the rest of solution
components, until̃Gv becomes empty (i.e.̃Gv = ∅).

As a result, the{SCa} series,a = 1, 2, · · · , ξ, is generated.
Thus the artificial ants can start mapping{SCa} sequentially in
the same order during each iteration. In this respect, to embed
the solution componentSCa, each ant first of all localizes



potential candidate substrate nodes that could hostSCa, as
detailed hereafter.
B. Localization of potential candidates

The potential substrate nodes{PN b
a} for hostingSCa are

those supplied with sufficient residual resources (i.e. processing
power and memory) and localized withinH hops from the
nearest substrate core node to a pointP . We defineP as the
barycentre of the set of substrate nodes, denoted byNa, hosting
the virtual nodes of hanging links inSCa. By doing so, we
aim to embed the virtual node ofSCa in the substrate node
located at the same distance to its directly connected nodes,
Na, that are already mapped. Consequently, the path lengths
will be balanced and consumed resources will be minimized.

Once the potential set of substrate candidates is determined
PN a = {PN b

a}, one is selected according to a stochastic
decision outlined in the following section.
C. Stochastic selection of the candidate

To select the best potential substrate nodePN b
a, we define

the probability of desirability, denoted bypab, to embedSCa in
PN b

a. This probability,pab, depends on the heuristic informa-
tion,ηab, and the artificial pheromone trail,τab, of SCa in PN b

a,
as recommended inMax-Min Ant System [6]. Formally,

pab =
ταab · η

β
ab

∑|PNa|
c=1

[

ταac · η
β
ac

] (7)

whereα andβ respectively determine the relative importance of
the pheromone trail and the heuristic information. Remember
that PN a is the set of potential candidates for hostingSCa
determined in the previous stage.

With this in mind, for each substrate nodens
b we can define

the heuristic informationηab as:
ηab = Cns

b
+Mns

b
+
∑

ns
k
∈Na

BPbk
(8)

wherePbk is the best path betweenns
b andns

k in terms of our
new metric (see equation (9)).

Thanks toηab, substrate nodes with high available resources
are associated with a high value ofpab and thus, are more likely
to be selected asPN b

a. Furthermore, the artificial pheromone
trail τab is defined in each iteration as expressed in equa-
tions (10) and (11).

In doing so, we assignSCa to one candidate inPN a accord-
ing to the probability values{pab} calculated above. Next, we
generate the substrate paths associated with the virtual hanging
links in SCa since both extremity nodes are now assigned. Our
main objective is to reduce the allocated bandwidth in theSN .
So, the Dijkstra shortest path in terms of hops would be the best
approach. Unfortunately, we noticed manyVN request rejects
due to the hot spots in theSN and the required bandwidth
is not taken into consideration. For this reason, we proposeto
generate the shortest path according to our own new metric,
which takes into account the residual bandwidth and the path
hop-length. In fact, we aim to choose the shortest paths offering
the best bandwidths in order to reduce resources allocated to
substrate links. The distance of a single path,P , is defined as:

d(P) =
length(P)

minesx∈P Besx
(9)

Finally, once all the ants map{SCa}, a = 1, 2, · · · , ξ,
and generate the full VN mapping solution
SL1,SL2, · · · ,SLAmax

, we can select the best one,SLbest,

as detailed in the next section. It is worth noting that each ant
converges to a solution that is different to the ones generated
by the other ants due to the probability-based nature of the
embedding decision.
D. Selection of the best solution

The selection of one solution among those generated by
all ants is based on the objective function value defined by
equation (6). Thus, we select the solutionSLbest that minimizes
VN request’s cost which is defined as the total allocated
bandwidth in theSN .
E. Updating the pheromone trail

Before reiterating the process, moving from iterationt to
t + 1, the pheromone trail is evaporated for all{SCa}, a =
1, 2, · · · , ξ, in the wholeSN . To achieve this, the pheromone
trail is weighted byρ with 0 < ρ < 1. Formally,

τab(t+ 1) = ρ · τab(t) (10)

Conversely, we reinforce the pheromone trail of
{SCa}, a = 1, 2, · · · , ξ, in the substrate candidate nodes
{PN best

1 ,PN best
2 , . . . ,PN best

ξ } participating in the
construction of the best solutionSLbest. To do so, we
increase the pheromone trail by the inverse ofSLbest ’s
mapping cost in theSN weighted byφ as suggested in [6].

τab(t+ 1) = τab(t+ 1) +
φ

∑p

x=1

∑q

y=1△E(x, y)Bevx
(11)

where p and q are equal to|Ev| and |Es| respectively, as
mentioned in equation (5) andφ a constant parameter.

It is worth noting that the lowest and the largest bounds of
τab are fixed in relation to theMax-Min Ant System as
described in [6]. Moreover, att = 0, τab(0) is set to some
arbitrarily high value in order to increase the explorationof
solutions during the first iterations.

V. PERFORMANCEEVALUATION

In this section, we will study the efficiency of our pro-
posal, VNE-AC. To achieve this, first we describe our dis-
crete eventVN embedding simulator. Then, we will define
several metrics in the aim of showing the advantages of
VNE-AC compared with the prominent existing schemes men-
tioned above: i)VNE-Least [7], ii) VNE-Cluster [7], iii)
VNE-Subdividing [7], and iv) VNE-Greedy [8]. Finally,
building on the outputs of the above simulations, we will assess
our proposal and comment the results obtained.
A. Simulation environment

We implement a discrete eventVN embedding simulator. In
this respect, we use theGT-ITM tool to generate randomSN
and VN topologies. Note that we model the arrival ofVN
requests by a Poisson Process with rateλA. We also model
VN lifetime by exponential distribution with meanµL.

As stated in [8], we set theSN size to 100. In this case,
the ratio of access and core nodes is fixed to20% and 80%,
respectively. Furthermore, we set theVN size according to a
discrete uniform distribution, using the values given in[2, 10].
Since virtual access nodes are defined by customers, we assume
that each virtual node could be access or core with a probability
of 0.5. It is worth noting that in both cases (VN and SN ),
each pair of nodes is randomly connected with a probability
of 0.5. The arrival rateλA and the average lifetimeµL of



VNs are fixed to4 requests per100 time unit and1000 time
units respectively. We calibrate the capacity of substratenodes
and links (i.e.Cns

i
, Mns

i
, andBesx) according to a continuous

uniform distribution taking values in[50, 100]. As well, we
set the required virtual resources (i.e.Cnv

i
, Mnv

i
, and Bevx )

according to a continuous uniform distribution, using the values
given in [10, 20].

In our simulator, we implement ourVNE-AC proposal along-
side the related strategies: i)VNE-Least, ii) VNE-Cluster,
and iii) VNE-Greedy. Based on extensive simulations, we
calibrate our heuristicVNE-AC’s parameters. We set the number
of antsAmax and the number of iterationsNmax to 10 and
to 20, respectively. We fix the hop-range within local search
areaH, the importance of heuristic information and pheromone
trail α and β to 2, 1 and 2 respectively. We set the number
of VN requests to2000. All simulation results of pseudo-
random strategies are calculated with a confidence level equal
to 99.70%. Note that tiny confidence intervals are not shown in
the following figures.
B. Performance metrics

In this section, we will define the performance metrics used
to assess our proposal.

1) Q(t): is the reject rate ofVN requests during the time
period [0, t].

2) Ctot(t): is the cumulative provisional cost of all accepted
requests in theSN during the time period[0, t]. Formally,

Ctot(t) =
∑

Gv∈ARt

C(Gv) (12)

whereC(Gv) is defined as in equation (6) andARt is the set
of accepted requests during[0, t].

3) C(t): is the average provisional cost of requests in the
SN during the time period[0, t]. Formally,

C(t) =

∑

Gv∈ARt
C(Gv)

|ARt|
(13)

4) Rtot(t): evaluates theSN provider’s profitability by
calculating the total benefit of all accepted requests during the
time period[0, t] (i.e. cumulative total revenue). Formally it can
be expressed as:

Rtot(t) =
∑

Gv∈ARt

R(Gv) (14)

whereR(Gv) is the request revenue defined as in [7] [8] [10]:

R(Gv) =
∑

nv
i
∈Nv

Cnv
i
+

∑

nv
i
∈Nv

Mnv
i
+

∑

Bevx
∈Ev

Bevx (15)

5) R(t): measures the average revenue ofVN requests. It
is worth noting that whenR(t) is high, the embedding strategy
maps requests generating a larger revenue. It can be expressed
as:

R(t) =

∑

Gv∈ARt
R (Gv)

|ARt|
(16)

6) U(t): measures average usage rate of substrate links at
time t. It can be expressed as:

U(t) =
1

|Es|
×
∑

exs∈Es

(

Bexs
Bmax
exs

)

(17)

In the following section, we will present the results of our
simulations and summarize the key observations.

C. Evaluation Results

In Table I, we compare the reject rate and total revenue
of the whole (i.e. 2000) VN requests. It shows that our
proposal,VNE-AC, significantly outperforms the related strate-
gies. We can see thatVNE-AC denies only4.56 ± 0.40% of
requests. It is worth noting thatVNE-Cluster, VNE-Least,
andVNE-Subdividing decline the most of requests (69%,
73.90%, and 67.45 respectively). This is mainly because the
latter strategies do not consider the residual resources inthe
SN . In addition, our proposal improvesVNE-Greedy by
roughly three times (4.56%±0.40→ 12.95%). As well, we can
see thatVNE-AC maximizes the substrate provider’s revenue.
Note that request’s revenue is proportional to the amount of
allocated resources. This can be explained due to the fact that
the larger number of accepted requests leads to the increaseof
allocated resources.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OFVN REQUESTS

Strategy reject rate (%) provider’s revenue (×104)
VNE-AC 4.56 ± 0.40 47.70 ± 0.26

VNE-Greedy 12.95 42.51

VNE-Cluster 69 13.47

VNE-Least 73.90 10.05

VNE-Subdividing 67.45 10.85
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Fig. 1. Reject rate -Q

Fig. 1 illustrates the reject rate of requestsQ(t) during the
simulation. It shows thatVNE-AC notably minimizes the reject
rate compared with the related strategies, throughout the simula-
tions. The rationale behind this can be explained by the factthat
our scheme aims to maximize the residual resources in theSN .
Thus,VNE-AC avoids more critical resources and consequently
prevents congestion in theSN . As illustrated in Fig. 1, it is
worth noting that the requests’s reject process starts latewith
VNE-AC (at 1420 time unit) compared to the related strategies.
Moreover, theVNE-AC reject rate’s peak is the lowest and then
decreases during the simulation which proves that the resources
are allocated efficiently. In fact, unlike other algorithms, our
solution is based on pseudo-randomized node selection. This
approach, as proved in algorithm design randomization, leads to
effective performance in computationally intractable problems.

Fig. 3 shows the cumulative and average requests’ provi-
sional cost obtained. As depicted in Fig. 3.(a), we can see
that VNE-AC enhances the total provisional cost (i.e. lowest)
compared withVNE-Greedy and VNE-Cluster. In this
case, our proposal allocates fewer resources (i.e. bandwidth)
thanVNE-Greedy andVNE-Cluster while also accepting
more requests, as illustrated in Fig. 1. As a result, our proposal,



VNE-AC, efficiently embeds the requests. As shown in Fig. 2,
thanks to our distance path metric defined in equation (9), we
succeed in making a trade-off between minimizing the length
of substrate paths and maximizing residual bandwidth in the
SN . We can see thatVNE-AC allocates approximately the same
bandwidth in theSN but our proposal assigns more requests.
It is worth noting thatVNE-Least andVNE-Subdividing
consume less resources than our proposal. This can be explained
by the fact thatVNE-Least is based on shortest path algorithm
andVNE-Subdividing favors the mapping of smallVN re-
quests in terms of required resources (as illustrated in Fig. 4(b))
which rationally decreases the provision cost. However, both
strategies have the highest reject rate since they do not take
into account the bottleneck effect in theSN .
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Fig. 3. Comparison of provision cost

It is clear to see in Fig. 3.(b) thatVNE-AC produces the best
average provisional cost thanks to our path metric and the large
number of accepted requests. We can also see thatVNE-AC’s
average provisional cost is constant throughout the simulation,
even though moreVN requests are embedded in theSN .

Fig. 4(a) shows that our proposal,VNE-AC, performs better
than the other approaches tested, since it offers higher revenue
to the SN provider. We can see that returns generated by
VNE-AC rise linearly together with incoming requests. This
can be explained by the fact thatVNE-AC accepts many
more requests than related schemes. Additionally, coordinated
nodes and links mapping stages leads to efficient mapping and
thus generates a higher income. Moreover,VNM-AC not only
improves the total revenue but also embeds requests with larger

revenue potentials. This is clearly shown in the Fig. 4(b) which
plots the average revenue of requests. We can see that the
average revenue ofVNE-AC is roughly constant, in spite of
incoming requests.
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VI. CONCLUSION

This paper studied the virtual network embedding problem.
Note that it is NP-hard and computationally intractable. Inre-
sponse, we proposed a new efficient and scalable strategy named
VNE-AC. It is based on a Max-Min Ant System metaheuristic.
Therefore, our aim is to minimize the allocated resources
in the substrate network for each virtual network request in
order to minimize the reject rate and maximize the provider’s
revenue. Based on extensive simulations, we have shown that
our proposal makes embedding more effective and achieves
better resource utilization. Moreover,VNE-AC outperforms
related strategies proposed in existing literature:VNE-Greedy,
VNE-Cluster, VNE-Subdividing andVNE-Least.
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